INTRODUCTION
The composite plate represents the construction consisting of separate layers which are connected by means of compliant mechanical bindings. Such systems are often used in case of strengthening of structures by upbuilding of a layer that is dictated by increase in loading in case of reconstruction, change of operating conditions of the building, etc. Design of modern buildings and constructions, and also their reconstruction and strengthening is inseparably connected with the analysis of their toughness, rigidness and stability under the influence of static and dynamic loads. The models of somestructures are presented in the form of composite plates with different boundary conditions and their researches are most fully reflected in [1, 2] . Such scientists as V. I. Korobko, A. V. Turkov and K. V. Marfin [3 … 11] , E. V. Karpova [12] , N. S. Abashina [13] were engaged in researches of correlation of the maximum sags and frequencies of natural oscillations of composite plates of different forms. In case of the solution of these problems bynumerical methods we often face the question of accuracy of the received results. For plate finite elements it depends, in particular, on density of a mesh spacing of the initial plate. Besides, the quantity of final elements of construction is often dictated by a problem of the best approximation of an outline of a plate. There is a fundamental dependence of professor V. I. Korobko [3] connecting the maximum sag of W0 in case of action of a uniformly distributed load q and frequency of natural cross oscillations of a solid isotropic plate ω:
As the expression standing in the right part doesn't depend on the stiffness propertiesof a plate, it is possible to make the assumption of applicability of this correlation to composite plates. Use of analytical dependence about correlation of the maximum sag and oscillation frequencies simplifies the decision of designer tasks. Nowadays there have been made researches of two-layer composite plates of different outline with the identical thickness of layers [5 … 12] with use of the fundamental regularity offered by V. I. Korobko. At the same time the number of questions of deforming of composite plates in case of a static and dynamic load, in particular, the tasks of correlation of the maximum sag and frequencies of natural oscillations of two-layer plates at different thickness of layers and different boundary conditions, represents both theoretical, and practical interest.In this connection researches in this field of construction mechanics areof current interest.
RESEARCHES OF THE TWO-LAYER PLATE
A model structure is a two-layer square plate with the side of 1 m. At the first stage calculation of plates is performed (at first -pivotally supported, and then -rigidly jammed on a circuit), the low layer of each of which has constant thickness of 10 mm, and the upper one changes and makes 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 30 , 50 and 100 mm. At the second stage plates with the similar thickness of layers and conditions of fixing are considered, at the same time the thickness of a high layer (10 mm) is invariable. Both layers during calculation were broken into 400 finite elements of 50х50 mm in size, in each of them shift connection is established. Cross bindings and bindings of shift were put into construction nodes. Rigidness of cross bindings is constant and makes EAc = 644 kN that corresponds to a steel dowel with a diameter of 2 mm. All characteristics of layers are accepted for a plate of chipboard: average density ρ=720 kg/m3, elastic modulus in case of a bend of E=2600MPas. For dynamic calculation the weights in nodes were gathered according to volume weight of material of layers and the cargo area of a node taking into account plate layer thickness. In case of static calculation the uniformly distributed load of q=1 of kN/ sq.m was applied to a high layer. The researches were conducted by the finite-element method. The distance between layers was accepted equal to distance between gravitational centersof layers. The diagram of setting of cross bindings and shift bindings is given below -" Figure  1 ", plates models -" Figure 2 ". Numerical researches were conducted by means of the program SCAD. During calculation the maximum sags of W0 from action of a permanent load of q=1kN/m2 uniformly distributed on plate surface, and the frequency of the free cross oscillations ω in the no-load condition were defined.
RESULTS OF RESEARCHES
Results of calculation of plates are given in Tables 1 -4 . According to the tables the diagrams of change of sags and oscillation frequencies in the plates under study, " Figure 3 ", "Figure4 " and coefficient of proportionality K of Professor V. I. Korobko fundamental dependence (1) " Figure 5 " were constructed.
CONCLUSION
As a result of a numerical research it is defined that with the increase in thickness of one of the layers of a composite plate, the frequency of its free oscillations increas- Figure 3 ", " Figure 4 " (the values of frequencies are bigger, and the number of sags are less, than at pivotally supported ones). The relative positioning of plate layers, different in thickness, slightly influences the results; however, it is possible to mark that the smaller sag characterizes plates which layer of a bigger thickness is located on top, and this difference is more noticeable when calculating plates which have a changeable thickness of a layer much more than constant: 50 mm, 100 mm (the difference reaches 1.09% in case of a hinge fixing and 3,04% in case of rigid jamming). The proportionality coefficients K defined in the calculation differ from analytical values Ktheor. within 1.6% in case of a hinge fixing and within 5% in case of a rigid jamming. 
